Osztályozó vizsga anyaga
9. osztály
- Questions, question words
- Present tenses: Present Simple, Present Continuous
- Have/ have got
- Past tenses: Past Simple, Past Continuous
- Expressing quantity: much/ many, how much/ how many, some and any, a little/a few,
a lot/ lots of
- Verb patterns (want to do, like doing, look forward to doing)
- Future forms: be going to, will and Present Continuous
- What is it like? / What does he like? / How is he?
- Comparative and superlative adjectives, as…as
- Adverbs
10. osztály
- Present Perfect (unfinished past with for and since, indefinite past, ever and never
- Modal verbs: have to, must, should
- Narrative tenses: Past Simple, Past Continuous, Past Perfect
- Joining sentences – conjunctions (although, because, so when, while, before, as,
until…)
- Passives
- Present Perfect Continuous
- First conditional (if + will), second conditional (if + would); might
- Prepositions with nouns, adjectives and verbs
11. osztály
- Auxiliary verbs (do, be have), questions and negatives, short answers
- Present tenses: Present Simple and Continuous; state verbs; passive (is done, is being
done)
- Past tenses: Past Simple, Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Perfect Continuous +

done)
- Past tenses: Past Simple, Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Perfect Continuous +
passives, used to
- Advice, obligation and permission – modal and related verbs (can, must, have to,
should, be allowed to)
- Future forms: will, going to and Present Continuous
- Future possibilities: may, might, could
- Information questions (What is he like? What does he look like? How tall/big…?
What colour/size…? How much/ many…? etc.)
- Phrasal verbs (literal/idiomatic, separable/ inseparable)
- Word building: suffixes and prefixes
- Adjectives (-ed, -ing), adverbs (-ly)
12. osztály
- Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous + passives
(ever, never, just, already, yet, for, since, how long)
- Verb patterns (verb + -ing, verb + to + infinitive, adjective + infinitive)
- Second and third conditional + might have done, could have done, should have done
- Reflexive pronouns and each other, articles (a/ the/no article)
- Modals of probability (must, can’t, could be)
- Érettségi feladatok (reading, use of English, listening and writing)
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